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There are significant parallels and commonalities between the ski and amusement industries and 

passenger transportation by wire rope goes back at least as far in amusement settings as it does in 

skiing.  

Every major amusement park has a “Sky Ride” made by one of the same suppliers that supply 

the ski industry, but the amusement industry uses wire rope to solve passenger transportation 

problems in some unique and interesting ways. 

The original way that the amusement industry used to turn large passenger carrying structures at 

slow speeds from high speed output shafts was with wire ropes. The obvious example is the 

Ferris wheel but early drive mechanisms for many common amusement rides used wire ropes. 

“Pinch wheel” drives, like the drives used to propel detachable carriers in terminal conveyors, 

have replaced the old wire rope drives in the amusement industry, but new rides use wire ropes 

to do new and remarkable things.  

The tension resulting from the mass per length of roller lift chains limits conventional roller 

coaster heights to approximately two hundred feet. Using wire ropes however, roller coaster 

manufactures have been able to build coasters more than 450 feet tall and to launch their trains at 

over 125 mph.  

One solution uses an approach similar to a jig-back tram where what would be the tram car 

latches to a roller coaster train and hauls it up the 300 feet lift hill at detachable lift speeds using 

800 hp. Another approach accumulates energy in a bank of hydraulic accumulators and releases 

it to accelerate a 15,000 pound train to 125 mph in two seconds – enough energy for the train to 

summit a 450 foot hill. This approach uses rotation resistant rope and water cooling. 
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Wire rope isn’t just used in ski lifts. There are many uses of wire rope for transportation in the 

amusement industry with many parallels to the ski industry. This paper will survey the most 

common and most interesting. 

Skyride 

Most familiar to those knowledgeable of ski lifts are skyrides. These are aerial passenger 

ropeways made by the manufactures that supply ski areas and are governed in the US by the 

same ANSI B77 standard used with ski lifts. The big difference is the average slope, which is 

generally zero for a skyride. Skyrides are slow aerial tours and a chance for riders to take the 

load off their feet. 

 

Figure 1 - Representative skyride profile (Skytrans) 

The term comes from the 15 or so VonRoll gondolas built in amusement parks around the US. 

The first was built at Disneyland in the late 1950’s and the rest were built in a period of 

amusement park renaissance from 1962 to 1976. They generally use VR101 grips and 4-

passenger CWA cabins. They use slopes for acceleration and deceleration and the cabins are 

manually conveyed around the terminals. Approximately 12 remain in operation today. 

Fixed grip chairlifts are also used in skyride applications. Amusement ride maker O.D. Hopkins 

purchased rights to produce Roebling/St Laurence lifts and has built 50-60 skyrides under its 

name or that of its successor, Skytrans. These lifts are two place, fixed grip chairs often with a 

fiberglass roof over the chair. They use large radial hydraulic piston pumps driving a pinion gear 

meshed with a ring gear on the drive bullwheel. They are common in fairgrounds and 

increasingly in zoos. 
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At least two portable chairlifts exist in the US. One is said to use trailer mounted terminals and 

has towers with portable foundations. A 4-place fixed grip chairlift was made by CTEC in the 

late 1990’s with terminals and towers that are transported between two fairgrounds and mounted 

on permanent foundations. 

Circular Rides 

Many traditional amusement rides like merry-go-rounds and Ferris wheels use wire ropes. These 

ropes are supplied by the same suppliers that supply the ski business and for some it is a large 

part of their business. 

Some of the applications are fixed ropes used as easily movable tension members in the 

structures of mobile rides. Others are spliced into loops and used as drive ropes to slowly turn 

large, passenger carrying structures from a faster turning output shaft. 

Circular amusement rides rarely turn at faster than 10 rpm which is comparable to fixed grip 

bullwheels so the reduction is similar, but for simplicity, early rides simply used rope as a belt 

between a small sheave on the motor and a track on the ride acting as a large sheave. 

One difficulty is maintaining adequate tension on the drive sheave to prevent slippage. This is 

the T/t ratio familiar to ropeway designers: 
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T
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To reduce the tension requirement, designers of amusement rides using drive ropes increase the 

angle of wrap with idler sheaves and additional turns on the drive sheave just as the designer of 

an aerial tramway might. 

  

Figure 2 - Eli Bridge No. 5 Big Eli drive rope path Figure 3 – Eli Bridge No. 5 Big Eli rope drive 

T/t = tension ratio 

µ = coefficient of friction 

α = angle of wrap (radians) 
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Other circular rides using wire drive ropes include the following: 

• Chance “Zipper” 

• Eyerly “Rock-O-Plane” 

• Mangles “Whip” 

• Selner “Tilt-a-Whirl” 

Racing Derby 

Another interesting ride that uses drive ropes is the Prior and Church “Racing Derby”. The 

platform of this ride from the 1920’s was rotated by a conventional wire rope drive similar to 

other merry-go-rounds at the time, but the racing derby rides were huge and fast and had 

additional rope mechanisms that advanced seemingly random horses forward within a group. 

 

Pinchwheel Drives 

The drive system that has largely replaced the cable drive system is the ‘pinchwheel’ drive. This 

uses fixed, rotating pneumatic wheels and tires that by turning, move objects that are not fixed. 

The example familiar to aerial ropeway people will be the conveyor wheels commonly used in 

detachable terminals. 
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The Eli Bridge cable-drive Ferris wheels have been replaced with pinchwheel drive systems 

called “Rim-drives”. These consist of a circular rim attached to the wheel and a pneumatic tires 

and wheels pinching the rim between them. The wheels are fixed to the structure and so move 

the rim as they rotate thus rotating the wheel. 

The pinchwheel system very effective and is now used on Ferris wheels of all sizes including 

very large wheels like the “London Eye”. 

 

Skywheel 

The Allan Herschell “Skywheel” is sometimes called a 

double Ferris wheel. It uses both rope drives and 

pinchwheel drives. 

The pinchwheels rotate the passenger wheels, but the 

drive ropes (there are two) rotate the ‘boom’ between the 

passenger wheels via double bullwheels on each side of 

the ride. 

 

Ziplines 

An amusement ride that is a little closer to ski lifts is the zipline. These are found at every ropes 

or challenge course and have become increasingly mainstream and common elsewhere, including 
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ski areas. They are a development from the “Tyrolean traverse” climbing technique and the vast 

majority use standard climbing equipment on permanently installed wire ropes instead of 

climbing ropes. Rider speed is a function of rope slope and the upslope on the downhill side of 

the rope sag is typically used for deceleration.  

The difficulty with these rides in an amusement setting is capacity and a notable variant uses a 

tensioning system on the rope to reduce the variation of the stopping point of the riders and 

allows them to disembark on a fixed unloading platform. 

Another variation (with ties to the ski industry) uses purpose built trolleys. These have larger 

wheels and a degree of braking for near-steady speeds. They have considerably higher speed and 

slope capabilities and are used on much higher and steeper spans; ~3-5% v. ~15-35% as long as 

6,000 feet. 

Drop Towers 

The term ‘drop tower’ refers to amusement rides on which the riders 

move up and/or down a vertical tower in various amusing ways. Often 

they use fairly conventional elevator winches but others use novel 

pneumatic systems. 

Coney Island’s “Parachute Drop” is a well known drop tower from the 

1930’s. It winched riders 250 feet in the air and ‘dropped’ them under 

parachutes while controlled by brakes on the winches and guided by 

fixed cables. 

Many drop towers now use a passenger car that encircles the tower and 

raise it to the top of a tower using winches that act through a carrier car. 

The passenger car is then released from the carrier and it falls to the 

bottom and is slowed by the eddy currents generated in aluminum or 

copper plates by permanent magnets. Whether the magnets or the plates 

are fixed or move varies by manufacturer. 
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Because the eddy currents, and thus the retarding forces generated depend on the speed of the 

plates in the magnetic field, the winches move the car slowly when they are raising it in the 

deceleration zone, but speed up once they are past it. An example of a drop tower of this type is 

the Intamin “Giant Drop” at Elitch Gardens known there as the “Tower of Doom”. 

 

S&S Power makes pneumatically actuated drop 

towers in Logan, Utah. This company formerly 

made bungee jumping ropes and their “Turbo 

Drop” was conceived as a way to create a 

‘turbocharged’ bungee jumping experience. A 

variation became known as the “Space Shot”. It 

was conceived of as a reverse bungee jumping 

experience. 

In these rides, a passenger car surrounds a tower, 

but it is attached to a rope loop. The rope passes 

through a cylinder with a piston attached. 

Compressed air is admitted to one side or the 

other of the piston and its release is controlled on 

the other. The rope moves through UHMW seals 

on the cylinder and as the rope moves, so moves 

the passengers. These rides can be thrilling. 

S&S Space Shot / Turbo Drop schematic ▲ 
 
◄ Intamin “Giant Drop” (Elitch Gardens “Tower 

of Doom”) 
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Roller Coasters 

Roller coasters have only recently had wire ropes applied to them and with them came the 

freedom to surpass long standing boundaries. 

Roller coaster trains coast along tracks trading potential and kinetic energy without additions 

from off of the trains, i.e., the sum of the potential and kinetic energy is constant anywhere along 

the track which leads to the basic roller coaster equation, ghv 2= . 

Potential energy, mghPE = , i.e., the potential energy of the train raised a height (h) is its mass 

(m) multiplied by the acceleration due to gravity (g). 

Kinetic energy, 2

2

1
mvKE = , i.e., the kinetic energy of the train is one half its mass (m) 

multiplied by the square of its speed (v). 

The conservation of energy referred to above can be expressed, 

PE1+KE1=PE2+KE2 

If the train starts from slow enough that we can ignore its initial speed and if we let all of the 

trains’ potential energy convert to kinetic energy, then KE1=0 and PE2=0 and PE1= KE2, i.e., 

2

2

1
mvmgh =  

Which can be solved for v to give the basic roller coaster equation, 

ghv 2=  

Generally the potential energy is provided by lifting trains to the top of a hill in the track. This 

lift is the distance (h) which results in a speed (v) and the bottom of the hill ignoring losses to 

friction. 

Generally too, coaster trains are lifted to the top the lift hill with roller chains. A chain dog under 

the train engages the moving chain and anti-rollback dogs bang and clatter on a rack of anti-

rollback flights next to the chain resulting in the familiar sound on the way up most roller coaster 

lifts.  

“Magnum XL200”, conventional chain lift and limitations 

As an example we will take the Magnum XL200 at Cedar Point. This was made 20 years ago by 

Arrow Dynamics, but remains popular. The lift of this ride is about 200 feet high and the trains 

drop about 195 feet reaching about 70 mph at the bottom of the first drop (v=77 mph ignoring 

losses using the basic coaster equation). 
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The practical limit for conventional chain lifts chain like the Magnum’s is about two hundred 

and fifty feet (250 ft). The Magnum’s lift chain weighs sixteen pounds per foot (16 lb/ft) which 

produces significant tension that leaves little to support and accelerate it and a coaster train. 

Traditional chain lifts travel at a speed of about 10 fps (3 mps) and are inclined at 25 degrees. 

The lift is one of the “blocks” used to separate trains and prevent collisions. As lifts get taller, the 

length of this block gets longer and it becomes difficult to maximize capacity and make the other 

blocks match in length. For these reasons, the lift on the Magnum was steepened from 25 to 30 

degrees and the lift chain was sped up from 10 fps to 13 fps (4 mps). Still, it takes 30 seconds to 

ride up the lift of the Magnum. Only a handful coasters have been built with chain lifts taller than 

the Magnum and none of them are 250 feet tall. 

“Millennium Force”, wire rope shuttle lift 

▲ Magnum XL200 at Cedar Point (Arrow Dynamics) 

 200 ft @ 30°, 4 mps, 300m hp  Roller lift chain and chain dog ▲ 

300 ft lift at 45° 

6 mps 

300 hp 
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The Millenium Force at Cedar Point is a conventional looking coaster, but it is very large and 

fast. Its lift is 300 feet tall and its trains travel as fast as 93 mph. To do this, its maker Intamin, 

from Wollerau, Switzerland turned to Garaventa for a lift using wire rope. The result uses a 42 

mm rotation resistant haul rope and a 24 mm counter rope. They are attached to a shuttle carrier 

that picks up the trains and a 800 hp winch drum on their other ends. 

The general arrangement is similar to an elevator, but standard ropeway sheaves are used to turn 

corners and support horizontal runs that an elevator does not have to. This lift is steeper and 

faster than chain lifts (45 degrees and 6 mps) and it reverses after the train is released returning 

the shuttle car to the station the way it came.  

The shuttle car is articulated to negotiate the vertical curves at the bottom and top of the lift. 

 

 

 

 

▲ Tensioning and return sheaves 

▼ 42 mm rope to/from top of lift from below 

42 mm rope paid out LHS, 24 mm in RHS ▲ 

42 mm rope paid in LHS, 24 mm out RHS ▼ 
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“Top Thrill Dragster” – accelerator coaster 

Another way to put energy into a roller coaster is to accelerate it on the ground and then release  

it to negotiate a track. Early examples of rides using this technique used flywheels or falling 

weights and more recently used linear induction motors. 

The linear induction motor approach requires large amounts of power since the power is used 

only for the duration of the acceleration. The other approaches, including chain lifts, use less 

power by accumulating energy over longer periods of time; 30 seconds in the case of the 

Magnum lift and the interval between dispatches for the other systems. 

An approach using energy accumulated in hydraulic accumulators has been developed by 

Intamin, and again with Garaventa and wire ropes, they have been able to launch roller coaster 

trains to speeds of 120 mph… which, using the basic coaster equation can be shown to be 

enough for the train to surmount a 420 ft hill. 

The energy for the launch is generated by four 515 hp hydraulic pumps charging a bank of 

hydraulic accumulators for 45 seconds. This energy is released in the 3½ second acceleration to 

120 mph. This is something like the equivalent of 25,000 hp during the acceleration. 

The energy stored in the accumulators drives a winch drum through four very large and 

monitored servo-valves to sixteen hydraulic motors driving pinion gears on ring gears on the 

sides of the winch drum. The winch drum draws two 24 mm rotation resistant ropes, one on each 

side of the winch drum and the sides of the launch carriage to which the coaster train engages for 

launching. 

A single rotation resistant 24 mm rope is used for a counter rope and it passes around a very fast 

acting, active tension system on the return sheave. 

The ropes are replaced twice a year. 

The deflection sheaves are standard Garaventa line sheaves, albeit with specially grooved liners 

for the smaller ropes and with sealed bearings to help with the shower of water from the water 

lubrication of the slide track for the wheel-less launch carriage. The line speed of 120 mph (55 

mps) is ten times common gondola speeds. 

Using rolling and aerodynamic resistance alone would require a track several miles long that 

would not fit in most amusement parks, so the other technique used in these coasters is eddy 

current brakes. The Intamin accelerator coaster trains carry permanent magnets and several 

hundred pneumatically actuated aluminum plates are positioned on both sides of track in the 

acceleration and deceleration areas before and after the 400 ft hill. 

The plates are lowered during the launch in the acceleration area but return to a fail-safe raised 

position as soon as the train passes so that if the train does not have enough energy to surmount 

the hill, it will stop in the brakes before it runs into the station at 100 mph or so. 

The whole ride, from launch to stop takes less than 30 seconds. 
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▲ Overall, 420’ (300’ Millennium behind) 

▼ Drive winch (same both sides) 

Functional diagram ▲ 

2 x 515 hp motors/pumps & accumulators ▼ 

▼ Drive winch monitoring Deflection sheaves ▼ 
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APPENDIX, “Thrust Air 2000” – pneumatic coaster 

Another approach to storing energy and releasing it to accelerate a roller coaster train uses 

pneumatics and, again wire ropes. S&S Power, the maker of the “Super Shot” and “Turbo Drop” 

drop towers, have developed a coaster launch system that is very similar to the drop towers. One 

of these is being constructed to open in the Summer of 2009 at Nurburgring, Germany. If this 

ride works as expected, its trains will accelerate to 135 mph (60 mps) which should be sufficient 

to surmount a hill over 500 feet high. 

 

▼ Launch carriage rear, brake fins up Launch carriage front, ropes each side ▼ 


